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Abstract 

Consuming tea has been believed to be a health promoting habit since ages. Leaves of tea plant ‘Camellia 

sinensis’ has been found to have medicinal benefits. Types of tea based on processing or harvested leaf 

development are black tea, green tea, white tea and oolong tea. This review covers findings on the 

therapeutic properties and anticancer health benefits of green and black tea. Both green tea and black tea 

have a positive effect on human health. 
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Introduction 

Tea is the cheapest beverage consumed by 

humans next to water and it began in China more 

than 3000 years ago.  It became popular in Britain 

in the 17th century and is consumed by two third 

of the world’s population. Consuming tea has 

been believed to be a health promoting habit since 

ages. Leaves of tea plant ‘Camellia sinensis’ has 

been found to have medicinal benefits. Types of 

tea based on processing or harvested leaf 

development are black tea (fermented), green tea 

(non-fermented) and oolong tea (semi-fermented). 

Green tea is produced by immediately steaming 

the freshly harvested leaves to prevent 

fermentation, yielding a dry, stable product. This 

steaming process destroys the enzymes 

responsible for breaking down the colour 

pigments in the leaves and allows the tea to 

maintain its green colour during the subsequent 

rolling and drying processes. Tea leaves are 

allowed to ferment before being either smoke 

fired, flame fired or steamed to make black tea. 

Oolong tea is produced by a partial oxidation of 

the leaf, intermediate between the process for 

green and black tea.
1
 Studies have brought out that 

poly-phenolic compounds present in green and 

black tea prevents atherosclerosis and coronary 

artery disease. It also has anti-aging, anti-

bacterial, anti-cancer, anti-obesity, anti-

inflammatory and anti-diabetic effects.
2
 This 

review covers findings on the therapeutic 

properties and anticancer health benefits of green 

and black tea. 

 

Materials 

This article describes the evidences from clinical 

and epidemiological studies in the prevention of 

chronic diseases like cancer and cardiovascular 

diseases and general health promotion associated 

with tea consumption. 
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Discussion 

The second emperor of China, Shen Nung, is 

believed to have discovered tea when the leaf of 

the plant Camellia sinensis blew into his cup of 

hot water (2737 BCE). Tea is a popular drink 

around the world due to its pleasant taste and 

perceived health effects. The health benefits 

associated with consumption of tea may be related 

to the polyphenols present. Polyphenols have been 

found to have antioxidant, antiviral, and anti-

inflammatory activities; modulate detoxification 

enzymes; stimulate immune function and decrease 

platelet aggregation.
3
 Green tea has been 

extensively studied for its health benefits, 

including cancer chemopreventive and 

chemotherapeutic effects
1
 but emerging data 

shows that black tea (gun powder tea) may 

possess similar health promoting attributes. The 

total polyphenol content of green and black teas is 

similar, but with different types of flavonoids 

present due to the degree of oxidation during 

processing.
4
 

There is another type of tea, the white tea which 

has a different harvesting time,this is done when 

the buds are still covered by fine white hair and 

they are not fully open. Oolong tea is 

manufactured mainly in Taiwan and is produced 

with a shorter fermentation period and has taste 

and colour somewhere between green tea and 

black tea.
5
 

Skin cancer: Tea has been shown to have a 

protective effect against squamous cell carcinoma. 

Concentration of tea, brewing time and beverage 

temperature influence the protective effects of hot 

black tea in relation to squamous cell carcinoma 

of the skin.
6 

Tea also has a protective effect 

against cutaneous malignant melanoma.
7
 

Prostatic cancer: Green tea has been found to be 

protective against Prostatic cancer and the risk 

declined with increasing frequency, duration and 

quantity of green tea consumption.
8
 Green tea 

extracts are very rich in catechins and have been 

recently used as a chemo-preventive agent against 

Prostatic cancer.
9 

Lung cancer:  Tea drinking was associated with 

reduced risk of lung cancer in male cigarette 

smokers in a case control study in Uruguay.
10

 

Consumption of green tea was associated with a 

reduced risk of lung cancer among non-smoking 

women and the risk decreased with increasing 

consumption.
11 

Breast cancer: In a meta-analysis published by 

Sun et al.,
13

 studies were examined and data on 

consumption of either green tea or black tea, or 

both in relation to breast cancer risk was 

provided.
12

 Consumption of green tea was 

associated with a reduced risk of developing  

breast cancer in a case-control study with breast 

cancer confirmed patients.
13

 Tea has been shown 

to have  anticarcinogenic effects against breast 

cancer in experimental studies.
14

 

Esophageal cancer: Consumption of green tea was 

associated with a lower risk of esophageal cancer 

in a case-control study of esophageal cancer 

patients in Shanghai.
15 

A most recent meta-

analysis shows that the consumption of green tea 

and coffee appears to reduce esophageal cancer 

but black tea does not.
16

 

Colonic cancer: It has been reported in a study 

that consumption of black tea reduces colon 

cancer risk in both men and women.
17

  Inverse 

relationship of tea consumption with cancer of the 

colon has been widely reported.
18

 

Liver cancer: Green tea consumption has been 

associated with a moderate reduction in risk for 

primary liver cancer.
19

 The proliferation of hepatic 

stellate cells is closely related to the progression 

of liver fibrosis in chronic liver diseases, and 

EGCG (epigallocatechin gallate) the most potent 

catechin present in green tea, has a potential 

inhibitory effect on the proliferation of these 

cells.
20 

Cardiovascular system: Green tea consumption 

prevents appearance of atherosclerotic plaque in 

blood vessels. Its causes decreased absorption of 

triglycerides and cholesterol and these findings are 

in accordance with the fact that it increases 

excretion of fat.
21

 A randomized control study in 

obese hypertensive patients showed that green tea 
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extract may significantly reduce hypertension, 

insulin resistance, total and LDL cholesterol, 

inflammation, and levels of markers of oxidative 

stress.
22

 Green tea may have some antithrombotic 

effects.
23 

Diabetes: A lowered diabetes risk has been 

observed in women consuming green tea.
24 

Green 

tea may result in lower fasting glucose levels but 

no significant HbA1c changes.
25

Insulin resistance 

may be improved by the antioxidant protective 

function of the polyphenols.
26

 

Arthritis: In a study in Britain, it was found that 

those who drank tea had greater bone mineral 

density compared to those who did not drink tea.
27 

Parkinson’s disease: A case control study was 

conducted in China to examine the relationship 

between coffee and tea drinking and risk of 

Parkinson’s disease. It was found that one unit of 

coffee and tea (3 cups/day for 10 years) would 

lead to 22% and 28% risk reduction, respectively, 

of Parkinson’s disease demonstrating a dose-

dependent protective effect of coffee and tea in an 

ethnic Chinese population.
28

 In a Finnish study It 

was noted that subjects who habitually drank ≥ 3 

cups of tea/day had a reduced risk of incident 

Parkinson’s disease.
29 

In the Singapore Chinese 

Health Study, an inverse relationship of black tea 

with Parkinson’s disease risk that was found while 

green tea was unrelated to Parkinson’s disease 

risk.
30

 

Anti-infective properties: Green tea extract 

potentially could be used in a mouth wash as a 

preventative for tooth decay and periodontal 

disease because of its strong antibacterial 

properties.
31 

Epigallocatechin gallate, the most 

active component of green tea, has antiviral, 

antibacterial, and antifungal properties.
32

 

Depression: The consumption of greater quantities 

of tea, 4 or more cups compared to 1 or less, may 

provide some protection from depression.
33

 

Adverse effects: EGCG (Epigallocatechin gallate)  

of green tea extract is cytotoxic, and higher 

consumption of green tea can have cytotoxic 

effects on liver cells.
34

 Traces of heavy metals 

contaminate tea samples not only because of the 

tendency of these elements to bioaccumulate,
35

 

but also the due to the processing methods used 

before tea is made commercially available.
36

 

Certain tea samples contain quantities of iron 

sufficient to cause deleterious effects in human 

beings.
37

 Excessive amounts of GTC  (green tea 

catechins) used for weight reduction may cause 

hepatic toxicity.
38

 

 

Conclusion 

Tea contains polyphenols and other components 

that may reduce the risk of developing chronic 

diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, 

arthritis and diabetes. Tea acts as a 

chemopreventive agent against Prostatic 

cancer. Definitive conclusions regarding the 

protective effects of green tea have been seen 

from well-designed epidemiological studies. Both 

green tea and black tea have a positive effect on 

health but effects of green tea have been 

extensively studied.1-6 cups/ day of tea have 

beneficial effects on health. More than 8 cups of 

tea per day may have toxic effects on human 

health.  
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